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FOREWORD

This docu•n~n,-t has been prepared to describe work done under the Short

Range Attack Missile (SRAM) project of AFSC, W'eapon System 140A to

support the flight test evaluation of B-52 missions and in particular to evaluate

onboard tar g.'-ting computations.

This technical report has been reviewed and is approved.
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Chief, SRAM Data Branch
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ABSTRACT

Methods are investigated which apply to the conversion of latitude, longitude
ana height to cartesian coordinates 1n a plane tangent to the earth's surface in
:onnet.on with onboard missile targeting. The criterion for the usefulness of
the methud is the error in the north and east coordinate with reference to
Clarkf's spheroid 1866. This earor is determined as a function ofge.tor length
-ic, azr.knuth for the spherr.cal earth model rtr-erenced to the mean geodetic
lat.tutde at White Sands Missile Range utilizing a program prepared for a pro-
grmman cbl lectronic desk calculator (Marchant 1016 PR). An approximation
of geocentric latitude is used in the program. It is explained ho", the -rror in-
herent to the spherical earth model can be reduced applying a ctrtain correctioO.

An expl.ress:on for computing the reference coordinates in a plane tangent to thet
e:arth spheroid is derived which requires less numerical effort than the standard
p ~ocedure.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Approximations for Converting

Geodetic to Cartesian Coordinates

The purpose of a study related to the SRAM project was to simplify cal-

culations for the post-flight evaluation of trajectory data and to reduce t0

number of numerical operations so that a programmable desk calculator could

be used for the computations. Of primary interest was the process used to

convert geodetic da'a of latitude, longitude and height to cartesian coordinates

in a plane tangent to the surface of the earth. The Marchant Calculator, Model

PR 1016, was available for these calculations and it was required that position

L• fixes and target range computations performed during the flight of a B-52 air-

craft be examined on the ground to obtain "quick-look" information revealing the

accuracy of the onboard computations. This calculator had to be utilized to save

the "turn-around" time spent in waiting for the results of a large electronic

computer (CDC-3600).

To find an adequate procedure, conversion methods had to be compared with

respect to their accuracy and a compromise mlde between the complexity of

the calculations and the accuracy of the final results. Known approximatiors

had to be examined and their limitations with respect to the maximum range be

tween the fixed point or targJt and the aircraft had to be determined. The goal

was to implement the calculator with a program capable of cor,'Verting ge.o-

detic data to tangent plane data with an accuracy equivalent to a few feet com-

partd to the solution of using a spheroidal earth model which was assumed to

yield the exact solution. A specific question was then, up to what maximum

range the spherical earth model would be adequate in this respect.

Target ranges in the White Sands test area barely exceed 100 nautical
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miles; however, because of the significance of this subject, errors caused by

some approximations were calculated for ranges up to 700 nautical miles. These

ranges or distances between the aircraft and targets are calculated to determine

the "range-to-go", which is derived from the output of the inertial platform sen-

sors and the known target coordinates.

Since information about approximations for the required converEion process

are scattered in the literature, the more important expressions related to this

subject are reviewed and, in some cases, derived.
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SECTION II

METHODS FOR THE CONVERSION PROCESS

It is standard practice to calculate positior differences of an aircraft w:th

respect to a ground target in cartesian coordinates. To relate the two positiors

to each *.ther, it is necessary to convert the geodetic survey data of the target

into cartesian coordinates of the platform system or vice versa. Normally a

north/east orientation is used as a reference, and a deviation of the platform

axes from this orientation is taken into account; results are presented with com-

ponents in north and east direction counted positive which are called RN or X

and RE or Y hereafter. Of less interest here is the Z component which may be

computed but can also be found from the altitude measurement of the onboard

radar altimeter combined with information of terrain altitude.

In the following, it is assumed, unless otherwise stated, that the point on

the earth's surface is at a mean sea level. The models investigated with respect

to their accuracy are:

Circalar arcs in north/south and east/west direction and

Spherical earth with geocentric radius derived from the mean

latitude of the two points.

The spheroidal earth model with major and minor axes specified for the

basic ellipse serves as a reference to determine the error of the results de-

rived both from circular arcs and spherical earth. It is noted that the spheroidal.

earth model is also an approximation, but At best approx--mates the actual earth

shape.

a. Circular-arc Approximations

Circular arcs can be approximated using either geodetic cr geocentric

quandities for the earth radius and for latitude. Based on geodetic quantities the

equations for the north range RN and for the east range RE in the local tangent

plane are

3



RN X = Rg 0g (la)

RE= Y = Rgcost (IX

where

Rg geodetic earth radius

A Ngo =- 1gg) radians

= (2 - 1j ) radians

ýg = (Rgl + §g2)/Z

tg, t g2 are the geodetic latitudes and X1 , X. the longitudes of point 1 and 2

respectively.

From standard text books (for instance, reference 7):

Rg Req(l -, sin3g)-

where

Req equatorial radius of the earth

C -- eccentricity of the earth ellipse

Equation (lb) is a valid approximation and can be used for quick estimates; (la)

should not be used because it is not a valid expression and leads to significant

errors for values above 200 feet. In this context a few feet are considered as a

tolerable error. Equation (la) is mentioned here because it is occasionally used

for quick-look estimates, wi'lh Atg and Rg being readily available. The error is

shown for some typical values of RN in the section on "Numerical Examples";

values of X(=RN) computed from (la) are designated as "approximation 1".

Selecting a certain earth model, the equatorial radius Req and the polar radius

Rpo1 of the earth are given and can be used to compute the eccentricity C whic!h is

defired by

1- (Rpoi/Req) (2)

A second approximation for X uses the mean geocentric earth radius Rc and

geocentric latitudes 0.:

X Rc~c (3a)

v.'hert

VC2
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(3a) is a valid approximation of X and is adequate for a wider range compare-d to

X computed from (la), provided the two points are on the same meridian.

Geocentric and Geodletic Earth Radius

Figure 1

The corresponding expression for the east/west component RE

RE = Y -- Rca cos~c A)X (3b)

is equivaler, t to equatic 7 (ib). This can be seen from figure 1, since

Rccosc = RgcosRg

Both (ib) and (3b) represent valid approximations of the east range RE for tw&G

points on the same parallel. The accuracy of the approximations is limited by:

6Y : Rc~cOS~c•~A, - sin~X)

The equation

Y Rcacoscsin•) 
(3Re

is exact for all earth models described here.

The computation of X from (3a) and Y prom (3b) or ( 3 c) requires the nalues

of Ri and ec": they can be obtained from f•quations in standard t)xtbooks. For

instance, from r erference 4:

Rc Reqrcos 2fc + (Req/Rpos)asinncJ6

Y R e q ( 1 + si n 2
(c-(R 

e q / R p o l )- - 1 J 1° {4a)

and using (2) we obtain

C 2
RC Req(l + 1 sin' § • (4b)
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The geocentric latitude ýc can be computed from

arctan[(Rpol/Req) 2 tarýg] (5a)

Equation (5a) is exact and is found in reference 4. Ic can also be obtained by

applying the small angle approximation to tan(Oc - tg) and then expanding in a power

series. This is done in appendix A and the first two terms of the expansion are

0c - g 0. 19390737sin(Sg - 0.00131249sinZgsin g (5b)

where ýc and 0g are in degrees.

Two other forms of this series are given in references 2 and 3. One can

derive the series of reference 3 by manipulating equation ý5b) so that the second

term in (Sb) disappears for one particular value of §g. This is described in

appendix A. Choosing 33' for this particular value of ýg yields:

OC - ýg = - 0.1 9 4 2 9 6 70s'nZ~g + 0.00038933(1-3.371184sin$ g)si2§g N)

(Corresponding to equation (A7) in appendix A).

If one neglects the second term of (5c) one finds an improved approximation of

(Oc - 1g) compared to a one-term-only solution of (Sb). This improvement is ob-

tained of course for the specific value of 0g and to some degree also for values of

g in the neighborhood of the specific value. Since the mean geodetic latitude at

WSMR was 334 or close to 33o for those target ranges, which were evaluated, this

numbe-r was considered adequate as basis for the one-term approximation.

0 -- - - 0. 19429670sin~tg (1)d

which follows from (5c).

The values of X and Y from equations ( 3 a) and (3b) can now be computed pro-

"v.dt d the gtodo t,, lat'tudes 0g are given. Examples are discussed rn tho. setcton

Nunitri. ,al Examplt-s . Equation ('d) was used to compute . :n rquatior (3a) ard

(L' ••nd the approximatlons for X and Y fourd ir this way are rvfvrrrd to as

approxa.iation 2. Th! errors caused by the o.)n--term approximation are plotted

,n tiur.: 2 1()r 10" and A '.

,n yra, t:. e. antthvr procedure is more frequently used to estimate the length

b_
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of an arc of a meridian or a parallel, and this estimate in turn is used for approxi-

mating north or east components in the local tangent plane. This is the method of

using precalculated scaled factors of distance in feet per angular degrees or per arc

minute. These scale factors can be derived from a spheroidal model of thf- eart}

and computed as functions of geodetic latitude. In figure 3 and tables I and 2, these

factors are presented both for arcs in latitude and longitude based on Clarke's

spheroid of 1866. They were found by converting a one-arc-minute difference in

latitude or longitude respectively to tangent plane coordinates. As a result, the

following c'xpressions can be used for a geodetic latitude of 330 to estimate the

north/south (X) and east/west (Y) coordinates in a tangent plane system.

X 60 6 4 .140 g (6a)

Y = 6093.2AXcos33° (6b)

where Og and AX are in minutes of arc, or

X 3 6 3 84 8 .60g (6c)

Y 365592AXcos33" (6d)

306611AX

where Og and AX are in degrees.

It is emphasized here that equations (3a), (3b), (6a), (6b), (6c) and (6d) are valid

approximatons only if the two points of irnterest are located on the same meridian,

or or. the same parallel, respectively. The error caused by not being on the same

meridian or parallel depends on the value of the angular difference. This limitation

is related to the sub iect of the next section.

b. Sph,°ri~al Earth Approximation

A b-tter approximation is obtained by using a spheri,:al earth model with

a radti R, rqual tu the guoentrtc radius which is c•:omputed as the mean of the

gir vr.tri radii 4f the two partiiular points oif the surface of the earth. The ex-

pressi'ns fcr the north and east components of the distance between two points ,-

thu lotal tangenrt plare arc th,:n derived from figure 4 as follows:

8
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TABLE

FEET PER DEGREE AND PER ARC M-'N!7E AS FU;."CT'OT "
OF LATITUDE FOR CLARKE'S ,Ft, SPHERO'D

Feet ptr Ft , t p,.-
Dtgrrt of A-, M-rLut. o,

Degree Geodetic Latitude G#.odet_. Lat.tudt,

0 !62,76O 604t. 0

10 3b2,874 k047. Q

20 363,192 6053.2

30 363,684 6ftI. 4

33 363, i!48 COV4. 1

40 36A4, zCu0 Er -

50 364, q32 bG02. 2

60 365, 538 #.C cZ. 3

70 366, 03t tiCn.u

80 •tt. et.

Q0 3,,•'4 ' 4.9



Table II

FEET PER DEGREE AND PER ARC MINUTE OF LONGITUDE
FOR CLARKE'S 1866 SPHEROID

Feet per Feet per Arc
D2 re__e Degree of Longitude Minute of Longitude

0 365,225 6087.1

10 359,713 5995.2

20 343,334 . 5722.3

30 316,562 5276.0

33 306,611 5110.2

40 280,170 4669.5

50 235,230 3920.5

60 183,078 3051.3

70 125,289 2088.1

80 63,6,0 1060.6

900 0
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It can be seen in this figure that RN is thet Lase and

(Rc + h2 )sin§2 - (Rc + h1 )cos 2: -_osAXtanf,

is the hypotenuse of a right triangle with the angle • between base ar.d hypoter.-

use. Note that the angles f, and §2 represent gfo,:entr:c lat.tud'-s and R ;s

the mean geocentric radius:

Therefore

X RN cos§,[(Rc + h2 )sin§2 - (Rc + h. )tan§,cos§2cosAX]
where

,= x -X1

or
RN = (Rc + h9 )(cos §,sin12 - sin 1 c, os'§?cosAX) ( 7a)

Setting 6X 7 0, under the assumption that the two points are on the same mer'dxar,

one obtains as can be expected

RN (Rc.+ h2 )sin(§2 - 1 ) (7 b)

Only for small angular differences (§a - ýj ) and h- = 0 does this equation

yield approximately the same results as equation (3a) which indicates the limit-

ation of the circular-arc approximation. The east component RE is

Y = RE = (Rc2+ be)cos 2 snA)X (7c)

Where Rc2 is the geocentric radius of point 2.

Equation (7c) yields an approximation for Y with errors depending on the value of h2 .

The exact value of Y is found from

Y RE (RC2 cos§2 + b cos~g,2 )sinAX (7d)

It is noted here that the expression for the. north compornent (7a) is ar- approxi-

mation because of the use of a spherical earth model to represent an ellipti'al

earth; but (7d) is an exact expression for the n-alculation of the #.ast componret of

the range. It is noteworthy also that (7d) uses the geocentric radius at, point 2.

Rca, instead of the mean geocentric radius Rc which is used in (7a).

In many practical cases, equation (7a) is accurate enough and its simplicity

r.akes computation possible on a small programmable electronic desk calculator.

An example of the program which was prepared for the Marchant 1016 PR is listed

in appendix B. The program ýzonsists of four parts each of which is recorded

13



on a separate magnetic tape . These tapes are read into the core memory

sequentially and require four quantities as manual input:

§g1 Geodetic latitude (in degrecs) of point 1

Sg2 :- Geodetic latitude (in degrees) of point 2

AX X2 - X",X ( in degrees)

be Height of point 2 in feet (multiplied by a scale factor of 10s).

Typical values of X and Y were calculated from equations (7a) and (7c) or (7d)

respectively and the results are discussed in the section "Numerical Examples".

When the approximated geocentric latitudes fc from equation (5d) are used to com-

pute X and Y the approximations are referred to as "approximation 3"; when the

exact value of fc from equation (5a) is inserted into equations (7a), (7c) or (7d)

the values of X and Y are referred to as "approximation 4". With this arrange-

ment the approximations are easy to distinguish. Those designated with higher

numbers should produce more accurate results with respect to the earth spheroid.

A simple relationship (7e) can be used to approximate the Z component of the

vector connecting point 1 and 2:

Z T [(Rc. + h2 ) - - Y - (Rcl + h,) (7e)

X = RN

Y RE

Note that (7e) is not ar. fxact equation since the heights h, and b 2 do not form a

straight line with Rci and Rc2 respectively; however, this approximation is accu-

rate enough for the applications considered here. For higher accuracy require-

ments the Z component also referred to as RZ, should be derived from the

spheroidal earth model.

c. Spheroidal Earth Model

The most accurate estimate of position differences is obtained by applying

a spheroidal or ellipsoidal model of the earth in the coordinate transformation

process. Frequently used models are Clarke's spheroid of 1866 and Hayford's

q With minor manipulations explained in appendix B the program can be
recorded on 3 tapes.
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spheroid of 1910, also called the international spheroid. Improvtd earth mode(l

parameters were recently (1966) derived by the Sm.thsor..ar AstrophvsAalla

Observatory (SAO) from earth satellite data. The model is reft-.rr,ýd to latf ".r

the text as SAO spheroid. The equatorial and polar :ad-ius fo- these thr,,.

models are as follows:

Req(ft) Rpol.(ft)

Clarke's spheroid 20,925, 832 20,854,892

Hayford's spheroid 20,926,470 20,856,010

SAO spheroid 20,925,738 20,855, ;76

Derived from RpoI and Req are by definition the ellipticity E = 1 - Rpol/Req ard

the eccentricity e [1 - Rpol/Req)] I2, which are listed below together w.th e.•

and the frequently used term

E e 2 C2/(I _e2

Clarke's spheroid 1/295 .082271770 .0067686441 .0068147708

Hayford's spheroid 1/297 .08199218 .0067227183 .0067681701

SAO spheroid 1/298.25 .08182018 .0066945419 .0067396608

Geodetic survey data of targets, impact locations and radar sites, etc., at WSMR

are in general based on Clarke's spheroid of 1866 and the latter is u~sed in con-

nection with numerical examples discussed later. There are two ways to rtom-

pute the north and east components of the, range between two points from g--e* t-r

geodetic data. First, the "classical" or corveentional procedure consisting of

the conversion from geodetic to earth-centered coordinates, followed by a

translation and rotation of the coordinate.s. Secor.d, rt-lative.ly simpe. ex.!:-.(t

formulae can be derived for X, Y and Z, also called RN, RE and RZ in the. text.

The classical method is descriLed as follows:

The given geodetic coordinates of point one and two are converted to earth-

centered cartesian system (ecs) which is a left-handed system. The coordinates

of point two are translated to point one as new origin which yields:

15



XD = Xecs - Xecsi

YD = Yecs2 - Yecs1

Z = e Zecs-

These coordirates are rotated three times to obtain the final set of cartesian

coordinates in the local tangent plane. The conversion process is described in

more de-tail in appendix C. Statements of a FORTRAN program based on this

procedure are included in appendix D.

The other procedure, mentioned above, for converting geodetic data to

local tangent plane coordinates is described next. It utilizes in a straight-

forward manner the geometry of the ellipse representing the earth and of the

cartesian coordinates connecting the two points of interest. Similarly as for

the spherical earth model in figure 4, point 2 and straight line connections

through point 2 are shown in figure 5 projected into the vertical plane through

the meridian on which point i is located. I, the derivation of the expression for

RN, the two equations of the vertical and horizontal cartesian coordinates RV

and RH are used as follows:

RV = Rg(l - e2 )sinfg (9a)

RH = Rgcosfg (9b)

Equation (9b) car, be derived from figure 5 readily and equation (9a) is found by

inserting (9b) irto the expression for tantc
RV b2tanc" tang (9c)

takRH a 2  g

which yields

Rv - aRgsfinfg

Th- expressions for RN and RZ can be found from figure 5 which shows that RN

is the bas- and

H (lP + he)sinO2 - ca(Resin02 - RsintI)

- (H + lg)cos~acosXtant1  (9d,

16
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is the hypotenuse of a right triangle with t, being the angle between base and

nvpottnuse. Theref"--

RN (- H + ls )(cost, sinta - sin*1 cos42 coaAki)

- C (N sin#9 - R, sin#, )2os0, (9e)

As can be expected, this formula is similar to the expression for RN which was

derived from spherical earth (7c) using the mean geocentric radius. Since (9e)

is based on the elliptical earth model utilizing the geodetic radii Rt and Re and

the geodetic. latitude 01 and 02, an additional term must be applied. This term,

the se.cond part of (9e), a( counts for the distance between the centers of the

radii ,:3(j• sirn4 - R, sini 1 ). The expression for RZ is found as

RZ : R + h, - [(N. + hl)cosacosAX/cos$1 + RNtan#1 ] (9f)

The equation for RE (9g) is equivalent to equation (7c) with the geodetic radius

R and g-eodetic latitude 2 used instead of the corresponding geocentric data:

RE (Ra + h& )cost, sinak (9g)

To compare the two procedures described above for the computation of the

LTPWcomponents, one may count the numerical operations (products, divisi-ons,

:iditions, subtractions and squaring) ar.d the subroutine entries. Under the

assumption that "n t-.tht-r case, as is usual, the geodetic coordinates of the two

pointb ar, g.•,-*r, ýt is four.d in this way that the setzond procedure requires

31 opp-rat-'ons including 7 trigonomn-tric functions

ard 2 square roots to compute- RN and REd

and ir addition

e (pe, ratio., S t(, i omputt- Rz.

The fo~rr r pro - du,,: rt quires a mir-Imum of

4:, ;pe- rations -.r,-Iuding 8 t,4:gonom,-tr:.,: functions
a.-c 2 squar,- roots to '-Omputw RN and R

and ýn additinr.

op,-rations to ,.vrnpute Rz.

Lca! Tirger.t Plar,
18



A double precision version of the former program was used as referer-te

for investigating the accuracy of the two programs. It was found that the

second program, the new version, yields slightly more accurate results

because fewer operations are involved. The d.fference. was mort, pronounced

for the Z component than for the X component, and more for the X .omp•nent

than for the Y component. Results for RZ obtained from the new version agree

to 9 decimal places with the double precision results, v'hereas the older

procedure leads to an agreement of 8 places.

By manipulating the matrix product in equation (C4) of appendix C repre-

senting the classical procedure it can be shown that (C4) leads to equations

identical with (9e), (9f) and (9g).
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SECTION III

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Accuracy limitations of the cicular arc and of the spherical earth approxima-

tions become evident from numerical examPles discussed in this section. The

errors ARN in RN are presented in figures 6 through 10 which are made by the 4

approximations defined as follows:

Approximation 1 circular arcs Rg~fg

Approximation 2 circular arcs RcAtc

Approximation 3 spherical earth using (5d) for Oc

Approximation 4 spherical earth using (5a) for §c

Those values of RN served as a reference for all presented errors &RN which wer

computed from equation (9e) based on Clarke's spheroid of 1866 for various ranges

and azimuth angles. These reference values are listed in tables 3 and 4 as functions

of the range RN (or RE) and of the azimuth.

The input for the computation is assumed to be given in geodetic coordinates,

latitude 0 and longitude X in degrees and height h in feet above mean sea level. For

applicatic.., considered in this context, it is adequate to carry six decimal places

for I and X and to use a rounded integer number for h considering a one-foot

accuracy as well within accuracy requirements.

Some details of the computation which apply to approximations 3 and 4 are

clarified first. Neither version computes the mean geocentric radius Rc as the

nwan of th.- •wo gt.ocentric radii Rc, and Rca which would appear necessary from

a theoretical stardooint; instt.ad Rc is derived from the mean geocentric latitude

T Cas

R - _C2 c •si c (I Oa)
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RN AND Ry, FOR CLARK.E'S SFFH-RO:D .SV' AS

FUNCT3N0 OF RANIGE ANZ'D A.*-M,%UTH

Az~.muthl: C - ,-

RN Azimuth: 0' Az-m-iI: Amuh: 3
Nautical 60 RN (ft) RN (t .~(t

Mi'sRr (fj__R.

60 c 363824 .6. :1.0 ',744

0 3Cý344

100 1.666 606085 1.6t 66 -'O022.i

0 0 .7 5 99ý,4 .9?h

I50 2.5 909331Z. 9K -2.5 -99r,86-

0 0 2. 8 972A 2 922944

200 3.32 11 23 0 1.2 2284AZ -k. 32 - 1832

0 0 3. 4 1Q1, C#3.94 ~ 2 ?9 ! 8

400 6.64 241071.. 6.64 2~i40(0.44-300

0 o At9 2? f'74 .P6P4 249(-04r,

500 8.33 J C 2.12 ! 1?~ Q.133

0 4 C'27 I

~'App roxc~mate -vl~ fo-raA:

Exa'ýt values for 0f a:~t~

A4-- #go - ow.



Tail..t IV

RN AND RE FOR CLARKE'S SPHFR.OD RE6 AS
FUNCTION OF RANGE AND A UvtLt TH

A7'.mth: 89 ' 9C' 9

RE Azimuth S9 Azim•.th, 91 Az.muth 91's
Nautical At R.N(ft) at • R.N(ft At'° RN~ft)

Miles RE(ft) R( RE(ft)

60 0. 7r, 8430 0 20'.4 C. C!7, - 4304

".8982 364a-C. C 9 36,484ii. 1.1898? 354822

100 C.02917 U6340 0 528C -0. 0291 7 - 4880
. 98303 607798 1.9S3 b(7e89 1.98303 607998

130 0.04375 28799 0 -2W -0.C4.375 - 3017

2.974r5 91ý396 2.974r 9: ".t(5 2.97455 921845

200 0.C5834 441. 5 22933 -0.05834 1712

3. t Ct 121466i 3. 9t. h•1 040 3.9C606 1215465

400 0.Y.'tU 3.'7c;4 0 Q) $4t - C. 26&,68 49?94

Q9 2:2 24227.i 8 7.9Q2 2424279 7.93212 2425901

500 C,. 14 . a,:. 7Q o 42W 4 -r. `4 P8- 90239

Q.? :15 3C.224-,4 a*Q = •:248QQ 9 3C27419

Ay ,n x,'..mat f; -a..u .s ,or -.- a,, a..,-n .,-

Exa..-t ",a ,u or Lý a
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This simplification produces an error whi.:h is insign.f:-'ant ,.ompa red to othe-r

errors, but it substantially reduces the a.rn',ri .a1. diort. The geo r.rtr:.. (-arth

radius at point 2, Rc2, is used to comrurtn the eas.t/-,,' ' :nnro-nr2. RK F,,iin

RE = Rc2 cosIca sinrX (".C0-)

This expression is exact and values of RE c;omputp.d from (10b) a.r, .d.rt:..a.. V,-t:h

those derived from (9g) if the exa,:.t value of O-a is used. But ,mr for app ro'.matfed

geocentric angles Ic the value of RE r;Lmputed from (10b) agrueed for a'-- examples

very clobely (the maximum difference found was 3.4 feet) with the value of RE

resulting from approximation 4. RE %ralurs are therefore omitte-d from further

diszussion.

To make various results comparable., thb assumption was made in all cases

that the center of the range bvtween the aircraft and the ground target was at 31'

geodetic latitude. Basically, two parameters have been, varied in the r.umerical

examples. These are, first, the length of the rangt, vector for a given -onrtar_t

azimuth and, second, the azimuth for a giver, constant range vector.

* •The azimuth Az is the angle between north and the range vector, cfountt-d

positive in clockwise direction. It is computed as ar. approximation from anguLar

data (AX,0 Ag) instead of from the cartesian coordinates.

AZ aretan 306611AX
.363848A 9g

Six different azimuth angles are cor.sidc:t-d to demo-stratf the gerera! b'lha,.,- of

RN as function of the range .ector length. They are 0', 45. *, i3;' 89' 9C ah.d 91.

For these angles, RN was computed from ;quatikr (9v) as fur.Jt.or o' the -argt:

the results are listed ir. Tabies 3 ard 4.

As can be expected, RN grows nonlinr-,r..v w'th the length ol ore of th, ve -tor

coordinates which is listed in naut.-al mreI, s. ThE. s~gn o0 RN . -ost.- e or r#,lga-

tive (same as the sign of 60) and stays so, i 'dt-pe.ril-rt of the vector i..ngth. An

exception to this rule is found for at_ azimuth alight.1y larger than 90° as can be

seen at an angle of 91° (Table 4). This urnuSua1 s'.tuat.or can be explained as

follows.
29
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The sign of RN depends i-. thf-ii qpe :.:aJ ,7aso. or where poirt 2 .s lo4ated

with re-spect to a borderlinc wh.ch .:s defi.-ed by

ýOsos4 sir.r16 - , "osta sýr.41 cos6X (.1

This equav* or, s ~o,, d forn (7a ) b)- a st:r~g RN C.

If this eqi~dt2.o!r. s satisf-.ed, RN varishos;) i :_s .,s not sa:.~,the locatLc.r\ o"

point 2 north or sc Ath det~emine s theý sgn. Fra 90' azilmnilh thereicre, RN

is a relat:\f ly small positive or rnegatvt quart,71 y &.p6 r.d-;rIg or. whr-ther point

2 is west or east of point 1, respf-..t`velNy. In-r#-.as-.r~g the vector length and,

as a result, also *.r..reauing RE for the case 01 a 91 ' azimuth, poirt 2 changes

its position :rom Ort side io the th(- :s9-.d- of th-*s bor&,r Learnd R N .:harges

its sigrn ac::ordirgly. This sittiatiorn has some eftect or! ar- applicatfion di8-s

cussed in the rnext sectior.

Cr-ns - der-'ng the axt-,-racýv ol .he ci-r ;ular ar., aPFroxirnati-on first., -t As found

from fi~gur.c 6 that approxirmatý.on I is not adequatte for rar~ges R N #ex _,t,(di ng 0. E

nautical miles and aloproxi'mat~on 2 i3 restr4 -ed to ranges RN up to 33 nautical

miles Prov:ded, ni i-ourse, that the two points arc- loý-ated or. the same me~rid~.an-

for larger vausof RN, ar, error of at least 10 feet is made. If the two points

are not on the sam-- mer~diar, approxfmat~tons 3 arnd 4 :ýar boe- used over a corn-

parat;.-.,y v,_rie -arg, to est m-ate RN 'th_ tolf'at.~.t -,ýrors. Th-is is demor statf-A

..r, `?gu-.' 7 throt..Lgh -0.

Inspec-trg th--st- i:g..r#s, we fiad that as a g#-rt.-rai1 trend for both approxi-

matior.s of RN (aprro>(.rnat orns 3 ar-d 4) th' *-rror 6RN .*s r~.--gat:.ve(- arid iti absol.ute

value growts as a r o-1K- ar _~'L.--'or lv'&h th# ,f -to- e--r gth. Its -valut, %aýu Lf.-

`~~.r C eetý vd ~~-it , 2( auri a?-i ! "v o-~ ~r#-d-r. or- th# azimutih argi.

an~d rt i-ht s mo. ý thar tPC ý' - t  00 r a..t. al .rn_.1. s. in tht r..-ý ghVorhood of 90',

the tA'o aj.Vp:ox,1mav.o.os. a'. a! 4, y..' d a'most Ad- rt ..a. au~ the d;.ff(erfercets

art. negligblte Io r p ra. t- a] ru 7 tý: - 1: 89' and Q I . 0' pa rtiz:ular ~r~tr.t

is ths-. fa t thit 'or the az4rnuth of 4ý' tho "poor..r approyi-matior (1), rpprescrtir~g

the spher, a', , arth model, ].-ads to a ,alu,- of RN mor'. losely resembli.ng the-



value corresponding to the spheroidal earth. This, of course., is an effert of

the bias error in the geocentric latitudes deriw-d Irom the trur.- at#.d #,qLat.on

mentioned earlier.

More information on the behavior of approximat-ors 3 ard 4 "s ,fourd iro.'•

figure 10; it shows for a constant vector .er.gth of about 1ý0 naut'.ral. miles the

errors RN as functions of the azimuth a:ngle. ThF, maximu.n 7s fourd at 9C.

From this diagram, it is also evident that withiin some irnterva. between I0' and

90°, approximation 3 yields more accurate values of RN than approximation 4.

This includes the case of 45 " mentioned earlier.

It is noted that all results of ARN showr -.n figures 6 thc-u•gh '0 we.- ob-

tained for an altitude of the target h, equal to zero. An .-xpf r.me.r,. sho,%,-.d ,hat

the val'e of hg has no significant effect on ARN. Two values ot ha were -.or-

sidered: hg ; 0 and he = 4000 feet MSL, which is approximately the cle:atior o!

the basin of White Sands Missile Range. The effect was 2 ftet or lhs ,h"-n 1

was changed from 0 to 4000 feet. As can be seen in' t-uation (9e), h9 does ha,.

an effect on RN itself, whereas the height of the airplane h, does not.



SECTION 1V

iMPROVEMENTS OF THE SPHERICAL EARTH APPROXIMATIONS

An.. mrc',mer't of the approximat'ona based on a spherical earth model

(apprximat"io: s 3 and 4 -.r the Drev'o.-s se.tions) ls desirable in the sense that RN'

derived from a saightlv modified model, approa,;hvs more closel; the ,alue ol. RN

whi-:h is tas-d ot. a sphu roIdal earth moded. This is desired over a certain in-

ter-al of RN values. There may be various ways of achieving this improvement.

As it has tpeen merntioned earlier, approximation 3 may yield better results in

this resp'-tt thar. approximation 4; the improvement is caused in this case by a

bias terror a'-eý.cting geocentric latitudes. Or.n way which appears practical and

f.:.'-nt or ac:,on.rt o0 some .xperi.ments is desi'ed in this se.-tion.

Coasi.d.ering equation (7a), az.d rewriting !:t as

RN FF• ( 2a)

F1  Rc + bg

Fa cos01 sirA - •os*s sir: ;osAX

it is--"ad-.-t that a systtmatz: or bias type t, rror .. ther in F1 or Fa or in both may

affect thu "-alae oý RN. Irtrodu-'.ng a bias "r. a .:or.trolled way may lead to the- 4rn-

pro-.-.---..- t e t:'t, dpIro:.ma•'or•. This has F•..r dor'e h,, adding a corrre-tion t-r~rn

AR- tc, F, u '.: g : -oi.o ,i4rg ,q' 4•c .:

F. +Re h . ÷R.

R- AI(RN(
RN6 a•

6 ý ( R N , : .t , w t:~ • . : .= : . .. , , ' - , r p ,o i ~r t "' - , : d 2 .

r.- s, t-.d If. oI R :A l.N t to bI . '.duý.,,d to ,..o

R- tr.• g'.. ; .. . ,itrth -adLs,LýR~~c iY B- ~ r- t -.

ARNc ro-- r',r to it. dt I.d- - r:Q p -.r:AatRd.

1No



The following numerical example explains the proc.edure, ior Liding Lne Naiue o0

ARC. The intention is to make ARN zero at a range RN of 200 naut'-ial mile:s

for an azimuth angle of 135". The corresponding, urnc ompen.sate.d error ARN

for approximation 3 is found from figure 8b as

6KN -135 feet

To compensate this error, Rc must be reduced by a proport~onat %a!60.-
RC

ARCO " -135 - feet

With Rc = 20,904,910 feet from equation (4b) for - 336 *nd with RNo

1, 183,256 feet from table 3 for 200 nautical rniles (AZ 1350), we obtair_

ARCO - - 2, 367 feet

For values of RN other thar, 200 nautical miles

aA (RN)

For instance, for RN = 100 nautical miles, using the value of A# = 1. 666' f-om

table 3 and 6% = 3.32 for 200 nautical miles, wo find

ARc -- 2367 1.666
3.32

- 1187 feet

In the same way, additional correction factors can be determined betweer RN - 6

and RN = 500 nautical miles.

For later reference (12b) is rewritten as

aR C.9(RN) ( 1

where C1 is a zonstant which depends on the az•hiuth and the range ýTor whi. .%RN

is compensatid. For one particular vector l..rgth, the error )RN 1-4 omr. : zi#d

and for values above and btlow it. ARN ;s reduced to som-, rxt,:rt. Nume-- 4'

va1,,"- of ak- were ustd in connetztior. "v'Ath the: Mar hArt Cil u1ttor Projrarn

described :-n appendix B to compute Improved apFro.x ma-.o: s o: RN Ird th. .-

suits are referred to in this report as 'apprnx,,rnator. 5' . -Rsults obta'nfd i•

this error compensation are show-, in figures I1, 12a. 12b. ' and Z44. For C'

These figures also cortain the 'urroduced ,rro-' RN as obt.ln,,d from

approximation 4.
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azimuth (figu~re- 11), the, ~--ror adjust.nmr~t it, J r~c>2 -,'ýZuv a t vajge va's.

of RN(RNq> 3 0 0 naut-tzal mil..s), simply arT -c,>dM~ti'c--1 4 t c 4ra-

atively small errors AR* atFwrR ox azi-muth azjg ~ t~.&

a significan~t improvemrnotIs i- ound 21. RV (oz- R~ 7-c~d I C ;_al.;t5 ;4m-

A similar redt.cti-orL. &% 6RN a-S fer 45' a:.-i 23'(~e i a a!,.r!~?;~i ~~.

for 67. 5 *azimuth also by ap.plying t-qLatioa (1.3). Th : quaor 0Ar~~u- r

general for xtduaing the error exYcfpt r:ear 9C* az-irnut.]h. For 90,) itse1f, a -zv-ry

simple and ,.ffective error corr#.c-tion was .ce;dby a*ddL---g a ;one+Ar-t amount of

ARGr 98925 feet

to the. mean geoco-ntri.c earth rad-'us R,-. The: r-.,ul-; i* thowr. in figur' 2.14. it is

noted here that the value of this consta.-it and of thos-, listed bolov' , . or, the

mean geodfti,-c latitude which in thoe ;ase corins-.i.r-id h-,r6 was always 33'.

Thoe special situation for azi-muth argles ~1gtybigg'o of fmalltr thanr 96-

requires a slightly dih-erent adjustmoent. Consided-rng first the case-6 of ar. a7.--

muth slighitly bigger than 90" (e.. 9" ', thet value. of AiR-. w orn~te'td fromn

&R C, (14)

and AR, is used again to~ adjust the. factor F. in (I 2a) ts

The3 resaulting reduc#fid ftrror AR.V is Aholrn tr g~e3 Xr4 om~aZ -'g~r whi:).

is close to 186 natztica). millei, ,qua&tior. (.4) !carnrpt L-,~ us'iA hencsusft thf d';!om-

inator be-comes ze-ro. To wcircumvezt this d!ý.,!:ulty, anotli-gr att Of zoe-r!C-ffi~its

C-0 and C, must to chosen ~

In the othe-r cas.¶, lifthe Azimuth SY 9suigFFhtiv teo,-' -9r, (W g 9) i~grr

equation --s ussd to co,,spat-t 4R,-. A s-s~ond dng-- , poxm.;o wab fTound

adequate for the; error adust-ment:

6Rr = CIA# + C-A2 (02

* A better solution is probably to ust two Lects of '~efdnsfor e-quation (13)
corresponding to thft positl-'vet and g.-, aesof RN.

30,



For th't examples shown in fig~rf-s 11, I2a, 12b and 13, th.- followin~g coefflici'.nts

have befrL used in equations(13J,, ad (1is)

Az -Muth

C 9C. 030 feet/d#..r',-,

45 C, 3 399. 2 4 ftt g re t

:35 C,713.08 f~t;,tdegXrt

89 C, 1,2Z19, 609 tdg''

C3 5, 691, 402 fft.~t/dvi.gree8'

91 C0  0. 0543 dfigree

C, .0O,305. 5",t

Fojr an az,.muth of 67. 5" th-, con:"icient G1 vaas 723. 08 i'sctfdegrce..
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SECTION V

CONCLUSIONS

Tho, study of methods arnd of hrn,.ri.4 ,xp-e.so'i -o, thv ' f•or• o:

ge.odetic, data to local tangent pla..e ixoordjr•a- . db to the f.. <..or-

clusions:

1. The equations for coraiput.mg the r.orth and east .ompon-;.nts RN ard RE,

based or. a spherical earth mod-,! can be mrchaniz.,d on the prog-ammat'l-.

Marchant desk calculator 1016 PR and stored or. a minimum of thr,:,: magr'..iýz

tapes with a storage capacity of 200 bits eai-h. The- prograrn uses an appro>.C--

mation for cont kting the. geocentric latitude.

Z. Depending on the. azimuth of th#! local tan.g-nt plat.- ve.1-tor, errors of

up to 37 feet in RN are caused by this program for a 100 nauti,.al, m."o dis-

tance in north (or east) direction using the sphe:o.dal #-a-th modol as :0-tr-

ence. This error grows rapidly with ircreas-ing lengrth o'. the vector. Th.:

error in RE ie negligible.

3. The error in RN as mrn-tionoed rart be .rduc..ed by using prftca!cul.atfed

corrpction factors which d,,pend or. tho, sa.muth of tht- locrl targ-r.tr t•r.,.

vec-tor. Further i¢tvestigation ia ntedurd to r the op,-mm

factors as function of azimuth.

4. The effect of the ho.igpt or the targe-, point (po.rt 2) irn th.-. i::• tr-.- rcrn.

0 to 4,000 feet (MSL) )s tound AR arh-tt r• n.•..•at .q~h " -pcf, `0o the foA.N.

Discreparncies in the results did -rot ,'x, :d 2 f.... r all rarges ir..

5. A simplifit-d o-quatiionr is drix.%d to d'-t,.. R•., RE a:d RZ L--d c:

" * the spheroidal earth modeJ: th., ru.m- -1 e.'o.! -or 1"n: t is -' vh-ce -.

pared to the effort assoc'at,-d "', the stI.da:! pro..-.dr-.

6. Because of the red,,ti'on of th,, r.umr-:r.al .- ort, t u r-• •.o~t fb, *s lults a .-.d sim -

plifications presented are aJ~p2 , refo, qu-Ak :ook postf"l:ht ,luat or. and to

some extent for real tim,- data prorass.r..,

4:
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APPENDIX A

COMPUTATION OF GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE

Based on equation (5a) in the basic report, a rower series is der '-ed to

approximate 4c and a truncated version of this series can be used to comrLte 9

for angles in the neighborhood of a given value of #g. To find the power series,

equa-ions (Sa) and (2) are inserted into

tan(# ;•) tangg -=n#c
1 + tanlctan#g

which yields, after manipulation of trigonometric relationships,

tan({g- fc) - 2 sin2g#2 1 - six? #

Assurnming that *g " #c is a small quantity and applying the 1.inorninal expansior.,

one finds -the difference t g - #c in degrees as

IS 1 2 sin29g(I + C2sinailg + 'sino#g +**.)

Solving for #, and carrying only one term yields

f-c ,• g180 (tf. + !ý. si24 )sin2fg (AZ)

tr 2 z

One may rewrite (A2. so that the term containing sina # g disappears for ore

particular value of #g, and that the equation for fc .s of the form

• #c = |g - K #sin28 + K(eG - K3 sina•#•gi.z•) 0r. (A3)

To determine the value of the coeffic.ie-it Kn , N• and 4s, one ma, thjn procectt

&s follows: &ssuming a certain special value foe" *g called g, , is chosen, one

substitutes. this value into equatioi (A2) and f'inds

_ .±8_.o(I" s:+• #S.
z 4 2
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The two following equations, derived from (AZ) and (AM), ane then compart4d to
determ'nt the coeffijitnts Ke and Kj

'c 0 - -ýK, E i r- Z rg -KK 3 s i -209gsir.Z# g

fc 9 180 c 2 +g"s~a9si2

To satisfy both cquaticns, Ais found that

180 c4sn

K 3 /sin' 4, b

Inserting tht- numeL -al value for sin2 #go for #g 30' equation (A2) .;s changed

to bt

180( C 4 s-r.2 + 180 1L. (1 - 4sin2 ' #)s:.n2fg (A41
rr\ 8 / TT 8g

In a similar way L'or 4g = 33'

g 2 2

180 i 0.29663168 (1 .. 3 . 3 71184sr.OA:

Applyirg a value for r corresponding to Clarke's spheroid 1866, t--rally for

fg, 30

01 1 0. 1942~3149 - 0.0C0328'4 ý (I - 4sinz# gdsinr24g (AC)

af~d for fg S 3

- 1o 0. 142qt'?0 - C. OCC318433 (i - 4. 371184s5g 0ýls-r-24 (A 7

LT'.-r.g t quat or s At )a-d (A',) the gru Pra r- lat'tuledt an Le- t i ulai, d ac .- at. I,

t-rnough &,)! marv pu rp,,s- a -r. tht .t. ightborhcoW o.- 30 or 33 et od- tit 'at .tudv..

Eq a or iA' :i s !()L. d .r r~. rv or. r i -.x th -,)urn- (1-o!: oc- f,' 4 r t s. it or r

tt r us, .g. Ir %g a C

o . .14.1;:4,4 ra f (A)J

a r.d t,) r I

0 . 19 4.2 ~70 Z' 0 (Ag'

a stil! rclat!', 1v- smaNi t rror mad.-. it is de-pl to-d in f-.gur-- 2. E~quat-,n tAqi -

uso d -n. tht %\Ar hart fllv PR -nput- r Frn.-jrar do . -. c ý r. apprrdtx B.
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APPENDIX B

COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE MARCHANT 1016 PR CALCU'-A.TOR

Purpose of the program was to LomF.t., from g_, -r. g.-od,-t. d&a (!n~- •'..:.

latitude and altitude) the tang,-rt plane, .oord-r at* s RN ard RE o: To r B v.:th.

respect to the origin at po--rt A bas,-d or. a sphtr:, al earth mode-l. A mr--mum

of memory space- of the calculator had to be used without s-.gr.ii.L Art loss

of accuracy. The program corsists of 4 se';tior.s ta.h re- ord.-d or a mag-

rt-tiC tape, read irto the calc ulator !tom th0- IOTA tap# ur-t.

Tapt .'-

This part of the program computo s the geo,.-tr:c lat:tudl-s I fir

poinr.t I and point 2 using the approximator.

fc 9 #g - 0. 1942Q67 sir~2fg

wht re

ig z geodetic lat.tude ir. deg rees,

and ;t computes the mean geocentri- latutd,- 9 .

Input:

fg,1' #g,a' (in dt,ýrers) are- oatd. d r-nar kal!v r o ti". k'..t ,1rd

-t gist-r

OutpJt"

* 1 ;- W: ., a ir. W2, . W

Al• three argles in dergrers.

Codu

9 W 2 N X . (1 440, 6,04 X W M - .

St N X W b R - • S + S W• A B O 11 X 2

T R X -I . T X .'Q442 -W! R - S %I

WI R BO I T + 2 WI M K T MI K BX o

"This expressior. is dirri-.'rd -n a•,p-d Y A.
Mar-hant svmbols art used for the ,'E .- , . !. th, .o-*',-., s.gr" 6- th-
codo' list atl'ov@t. N staIFe ir ne'gaý -_gr .\t-kr ha t.- tort-

n,-gatz•r sigr..
4.



Controls set before input values are read into the keyboard:

10 dig'ts ý, clear all registers, rourd-off switzh or..

Explar-at" on s:

4g, I is inserted in the keyboard beforc the "run' k#,y is operated ard tht.

valut- of ig, ,s p.-int(-d immendiately before 'he actual computat'.on starts. in-

sertions of Og., follows when the program comes to the first st,.p.

Tape 2:

This part of the program computes the cobines off #c,1, and ak.

Input:

fc, in WI. Oc,a 2 n W2. fc in W3 (all in degrees), AX in &dgrnieb manually

ir.to the keyboard register at the firit stop.

Output:

.,S4c, I i',- W1, tuSfca in WZ, cosic in W3, cos• in W4

Cod.,:

X .01;442329252 X 7 Wi. M W5 I M N X

W6 R - I ; S .1 S W5 A BO 47 BX Z5 T R

W1 R BO 76 W2 R BO 84 W3 R BO 92 T W4 M

K T M W2 BX 00 T M W3 BX 00 T M K # BX j-1

Cont.rol,5 st F- for,., runr.'ir.g so.;,tior .2 of Urtr p-ogra _,ý

C'0 d'ý *ts, road-i :' nd :t h ýn, s- t I'e

rh.s parr .,mpý-r-s th( ,o,:-an i.oc-artrt , a rth radius R- and tht north

, t r.. .g. rt p'ar.. %%,th po)nt i Ab zhr f r-:g'n hAst-d or

' , '!{,':t : . , , a-~-~: ' J- cr r r-, ' .,, f %')t, - :hch ou .. .u- .* t- n

4f



vh,- r t-
RegA

B

with

0. 0067686441

and

P -.q 20,925, 832

A 2.5348783

B 147.7461

Note that R•, A, Rqq, and RN at, al". s.a! ,d do,.r bv a factor u-' C T

formulation ot (BI) reduces the memory spa .. rt-quir,-me:,t to a min. mum.

RN - (Rc t he)1s~nA ,acos, - s:r.., os( 3 os(.• iP21

Ir.F u!:

cost~-,1 in WI. -Os~c,a in W2 tost in W3, cusC ir W4, 1- -r.to K'-v-

board at the first stop.

Prirnted Output:

RN in ft-tet.

CoLide:

W3 - X -14-. 401 T , 2

+ A AW2RX - T T X W' R. M T X

-I , T X W2 R X W4 R - -W- R T X W3 R K

)'•,t Is st-t btfor,- ru~rr•- T.h,- pri,Lram s:.

Taxp, h

-r•- k om'puitc ,hr- i-ast oltipor .,,: RI; ": • h r al U: u at t)" k, .)t "'. . .

arg!•, . .4 repe~ated .gTrb, ?2ap. A ard thrc 2 Drt) •i•. . irr, tap. 4 st r. ad

the- al. -4lator to -iniput,

4.



wherv as 1.eior•

A

[c• 1(-c 2 )
P +1

and
RE : (Rc. 2 + hb )'os, 2 sinAX

Input:

Cos"I ,2 in WZ, cosAX, in W4, h2 into keyboard at the first stop.

Pr4rnted Output.

RE Ir. feet

Codf:

W2 RX -147.7401 + T/+ 2.5348783 + T

W3 A K#A W4 RX = -1 + T/X W3 XW2 R=# K

Coi-trols for running the program: 10 digits, round-off switch on.

The .-odes listed above are not necessarily the shortest possible codes.

Remarks on Program Operation With Three Tapes Instvuad of Four.

With ve-rV little extra effort, tape 4 can be eliminated and both components,

RN and RE, ;an be computed using only 3 tapes. Tape 3 has enough unused space

to arry tbe program for -omputing RE. After RN has beer computed tapes I and

2 ha ,f to he rerun to generate ,os_,2 u2•.s tht. -alut- of this quantity was sa'&c-d

at tht rnd of th, program 2 run by printing the ý'ontents of W2. Before running

tape 3 aga:.n cos -,a must b.,. transferred into W3 (and also kept 4rn WZ). The-

od- ol the add t-ona)., se( ord part of' tap, 3 for comput.ing RE is listed bolow:

W4 R X - -• + T/ X W3 R X W2 R - # K

The stov, <odf K at tht, t-nd of thr first pa r; of the tape 3 program (see page 47)

must bt rtep..a, t-d by the !irst letter of the second part, which is W. If' this

on,-ratior 4s performed with only 3 tapes, then the result of RE printed at the end

of tht first path and the rusult of RN printed at the end of the second path are

disrt ga rdt d.
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APPENDIX C

TRANSLATING AND ROTATING GEOCENTRIC

COORDINATES TO A LOCAL TANGENT PLANE

This appe.dix der:..xes formulas wh.(h a r(. ulsed ýr a stardard ,omputer

program for coordinate transformation under the optior. for, on, ervr.g gfod-et:"

io local tangent plane coordinates. The pertintýrt FORTRAN statemvnr ts arf-.

listed in appendix D. First, the expressions for earth centered (e-s) ý:oordi-

rates (equation 8)*

Xecs RccostccosX (C•-a)

Yecs RccostcsinX (Clb)

Zecs Rcsinýc (C.)

are manipulated by inserting the equation for the geocentric earth radius R-

(equation 4b)* and replacing in the expression for Rc the term e2/(l-c 2 ) by

(aW -b2 )b

where

a = equatorial radius

b = polar radius

We find

Xecs a(l + a tar.ntc) cos\bý

and using (6a)

Xees a2(a2 + b2 tane-tg)2cosX (.22)

In a similar way we find

Yecs aa (a2 + b2 tan'/ g)'sinX (C. ý

Z-cs b2 (ap + b 'ta:"-g)'•-an g (C2.)

Note that in the equations (C2):, the ,coordinates art- furcti.ors of the, gpo-

detic latitude which is more read.ily avaiL.able than the g•,oc~ntric lat:.tude €..

in equations (CI).

'• equation in the basic report
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1. the elt h.-, h, whi h waq assumrnd as -, ro so Imi . has a fnnt( .aluc, w,,

obtair

[a• (aa + bh taný g)' + hcos~gJ o.X

YeCs Ja- (aa + bztar, ,g)"2 + h oStgJs-r,.

Z b2 (a 2 + b 2tar,.g)-' tang + hsr~ (Cs)

The following steps are then performed: First, the eý.s coordinators are computed

for point I using (C3) and the new coordirates s,-r~e as coordinates of the origin

of the new systm. The ecs coordinates of point Z are computed and then trans-

lated to the new oriin:

XD Xecs,2 - Xecs,1

Y D : Yecs, - Ye(C:s,l

ZD7 Zecs, 2 - Zecsi
The coordinates XY Z are rotated in three stt:-s. First, X and Y are

DP ~D1 D Fist XD aDar

rotated by an amount of (+Xj) degrees aroiund the vertical ZD axis so that the X

axis is in the vertical plane through the merid'ian of point 1. The new coordir-

ates are calhd X, Y, Z. Second, Y and Z are rotated by 180' ,round X.

Finally X and Z are rotated in north direction by an amount of (90 +t)

degrees around the. Y axis which points into east dirf-.tion. As a rtsult, X ponts

north and Z upwards along the local vert-,cal at point 1. The 3 rotations art

expresse.:d in the followirg equation

RN -siný 0 -cost I Cosk -sinX 0 XD

RE = 0 1 0 -I sinx cosX 0 "YD

RZJ -ost 0 -sintJ[-I 0 1 ZD

-s ln ý -Cos ý 0 I YDI

Soscosx -c ostsinX sinfJ ZD (C4)
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Tht titial result represt nts a left-hando d syste-m vith X rtpia, "d by HN YI

by RE and Z by Rz.

Nott : The ,zomponifnt YD in west dir(-tior. n (C4) has a !vgat -4 sgpi. I()obnta3I

positivE- -,.alues along the Yecs axis from negativt, ?.ngtudt b. it' th. nr r

sporiding FORTRAN program in appendi~x D !he sec ond (-o?.umr, o:. the -3 x 3 rniatr. )e

is negati-xe instead of YD:

RN [sintcosX -sintsin'X cost' 1 XDl

LRi [ .sinX ccs 0] YD

R Z C , o s 1 c o s X ~ c o s s n s n D



APPE.NDIX D

FOR.TILAN STATEMENTS OF' CONVERSON PROGRAMS

L. Cor- -nr~tona 1. Prog ram

Thte FORTRAN statements ]lstf~d ht rt. art an (-xt' rpt o" a program for

(oordina-1e trar.sfo~rmatx,.) which w~as code-d for a \ari.tv of applications by

D. Di. k:insor, ard D. Walter at AFMDC, HAF1B in .1969, Symbols ha%,e- been

changod to aid tht, understanding.

Befort, extecut~ion of the- program at the -,omputer (CDC 3600/3800), one-

(a rd is ro.ad to 4r~s- rt the origin of the LTP system. wx-th .;ooi dinates:

(Qeod t fiLattt~udf' ýg. 1 PHW -- df grees

Lorgit~udts.X LAMI ir, d-gtees

Tht t-,xt card contains the geodet'!> r.oordiznates of the point 2:

Gt-odttic, Latitude - PH2 in dF-.grte(es

Lo"fru~-LAM2 in. d-grc-es

Altitudet h2 HZ ir fee(-t

Input data art- bas~ed or. Clarkt-'s sphero'.d 1866.

D-afa (DTR. 0.* 74-292ý,19), (R.EQ 2C92' 8322),

(R.POL _1081",492)

TYPE REAL LAMI LAM2

I -"I PH DTR $LAMi LAM! ;DTR.

P11. Plf2 DTR $ LAMIv-- LAM2Z'DTR

4 SL12 SINF(LAMZ) $ CL2 CQSF(PHZ)

S SI-1 S[NF(1'Ii2) $ CID2 GOSF(PH2) $ TP2 SPZ/CP2



Statt- mt-nt
Numbe r

6 Al -SQRTF((RPcOL<ýTPZ), '2, REQ;;2

7 R - REQ::i42iAl t &u,

F8 XECS2 R*CL2

9 YECS2 -Rý'SLZ

10 ZECS2 =RPOL'":2,:,TPZ/AJ + H2!SP2

11 A21 -: -SINF(LAMI) $ A22 -- COSF(LAM1)

12 A13 7 GdSF(PHl) $ A33 SINF(P-I])

13 All =A22*A33 $ A12 z-A21l'"A33

14 A31 -A13*.A.22 $ A32 =A13'CA21

15 AOl SQRTF(IRPOL*A-33/A1.3),k*2 + REQ -):f2)

16 RO RE')**2/'AOI + HlbAJ3

17 XEGS1 I -RO,'IA22

18 YEGS1 w (RO*A21)

i9 ZEGS1 RPOL**2*A33/(AI3,"AOI) H~-I- A33

20 DX XECS2 - XECS1

21 DY zYECS2 - YECSI

22 DZ ZECS2 - ZECS1

23 RN A? 1,DX +A] 2 DY 4-ATý3DZ

24 RE -A21 IDX ý A22-`DY

25 RZ A 3.,:-DX 4A Q D,'D+ A3 ilDZ

2. New Program:

DATA (DTR :: 0. 0174532Z92519), (REQ =2O9256ý )

(E2 - 0.006768644065)



t *t File "t

TYPE REAL LAM!, LAM2

12 l -H PHI DTR $ PH2 PHZ,"DTR

DL (LAMI.- LAM2) DTR

4 SI SlNF(PHt) $ Cl COSF(PHI) V SI/cl

32 SINF(PH2) $ C2 COSF(PH2))

L S IL - SINF(DL) $ CDL -. COSF(CDL)

t R' RIQ/SQRTF(I - E2ý!Sl%-~2)

8 R.2 REQ/SQRTF(I1 - E2ZS2 ýý:2)

9 RN -(R2 + H-2) ý-(Cl ;-S2 - SI ýC2 :CDL) - '2*(R2*.S2 -RI ASI )'vC

Ic RE -(R2 + H2)',C2tSDL

t RZ RI +HI -(R2 +H2)'-GC2-CDL/C1 RN'-,Tl

ý4I
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